
Responder no.: 6

REDACTED COMMENTS

Disclaimer: 
There are more than 65 feedback responders, with some sending in multiple documents and responses. Many reaching more than 3 pages and including a 
lot of technical information. 
This document has been constructed by a volunteer and consists of (as far as possible)  data which has been redacted to protect the privacy of those 
submitting feedback. 

Some editoral amendments or deletions have been made and in some case this includes whole sections of submitted documents including sections of 
prefaces, context and/or background information, (particularly provided by consultants) has been removed. This has been done purely in an attempt to 
make the document more readable, but no actual feedback on the NDP has been removed.

Please note that spellings and/or typos and irregular spacings are likely to be a result of the compiling (copy and paste or typing). 
If you would like to check your own feedback or have any queries with regards to this document, please email clerk@kingssomborne-pc.gov.uk. 

FEEDBACK STARTS BELOW:

0.5

The most troubling events to have occurred in King’s Somborne in the last twenty years were the 
floods of 2000 and 2014. Many houses lying in the village valley were flooded, caused mainly by 
rising groundwater.

06

2. Annex A to this document is a view looking south from KS3, taken on 16 February 2014 
demonstrating that KS3 is an effective and extensive flood plane.

06

3. Preventing, or not exacerbating, further flood risk must be the highest priority for the 
Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP).

06

4. The proposed NDP favours further development in the valley floor of the village, below the 40m 
contour line, specifically at KS3, KS7 and SHELAA 81 [Policy E4 and H6]. All are adjacent to a flood 
zone 3 (defined by the Environment Agency as Land having a 1 in 100 or greater annual probability of 
river flooding) with shallow rises in altitude.

06

5. There is a logical risk that when a downpour combines with already high groundwater, water will 
flow from a development’s roofs, roads, drives and pavements to the flood plane many times quicker 
than if it remained a field.

06

6. In such circumstances, the borne level is likely to rise more quickly. Water will level out both up 
and down-stream, adding to the flash flood risk along its length through the village.

06

7. Whilst Appendix 1, Section 5.2 states a plan objective … To ensure development does not increase 
flood risk to the existing settlement, no flood risk assessment has been undertaken as part of the 
NDP process, so the above potential flood risk associated with development of KS3, KS7 and SHELAA 
81 is unknown and unquantified.

06

8. It is noted that use of sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) will be a requirement at the planning 
stage, but use of attenuation tanks below the water table would be ineffective. This is likely to be the 
case at KS3, KS7 and SHELAA 81 as their altitude rise is shallow above the adjacent flood zone 3. 

06

9. Attenuation tanks work well above the water table, however, so why is the policy not to develop 
land above the 40m contour line, not below? This would surely be in the village’s best interests in 
protecting against flooding?

06

The NDP Policy E4 states that all new development should be below the 40m contour line. No 
evidence is referenced (in either NDP-Summary Section 3.1 or Appendix 1-Landscape and 
Environment Section 1.3) to support this, or the following phrase driving the policy … Ensure that 
new development is kept within the floor of the valley, [preferably below the 40m contour line], so it 
does not obtrude into the views from the high points of the surrounding landscape and of the village, 
and so that the settlement remains invisible in the wider landscape.

06
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The only third party assessment commissioned in support of the NDP is a Landscape Assessment by 
the South Downs National Park Authority, from which the impact of flooding is excluded from scope. 
The fee proposal for the assessment states "We are able to interpret evidence as it applies to local 
areas ensuring the NDP takes into account its local historic environment, landscape character, 
biodiversity etc., while meeting the needs of the local people and having the best chance at passing 
referendum" i.e. no account of flood risk is taken in the same paragraph that states an objective to 
pass the plan at referendum.

06

Furthermore, Appendix 1 – Detailed Methodology – states at paragraph 1.3 … "Landscape is just one 
of a number of considerations required to make decisions about the acceptability or otherwise of 
proposed development, and these may conflict with one another."

06

And finally in Section 2.6, the TVBC policies quoted do not take flood risk into account either. 06

From the questionnaire results, Question 11 asks … 06

"… areas such as How Park, Cow Drove Hill and the Clarendon Way, from which there are attractive 
views of the village. Should landscape features, such as surrounding farmland be identified and 
preserved?" To which there was a  94% “yes” response. Such a leading question cannot be construed 
as evidence that the village prioritises landscape and vistas above flood risk.

06

13. Nowhere is there a reference to the potential conflict between objectives to protect landscape 
[build below the 40m contour line] versus the need to prevent flood risk [build above the 40m 
contour line], so one is left assuming that visual impact is prioritised above flood risk. This cannot be 
in the village’s best interests.

06

Recommendation 06

Change Policy E4 to read … "All new development in King’s Somborne should be generally above the 
40M contour line" SuDS would then definitely be effective and developments would not increase 
flood risk

06

Or 06

Commission a flood risk assessment from a competent body for KS3, KS7 and SHELAA 81 before 
conclusion of the consultation phase. It is surely possible to make relevant and reasonable 
assumptions about the likely scale and nature of development such that the runoff risk can be 
quantified and mitigation schemes evaluated. Conclusions of such an assessment should be 
presented to villagers by representative(s) of the competent body for comment and questioning 
before closure of the consultation phase. Then update the NDP according to the risk assessment 
outcome and recommendations.

06
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Policy E5 states - Any new multi-home development is to be sited close to other built-up landscape 
such that it is a natural extension of the existing village, rather than as a distinct separate 
development. Developing KS 3 breaches this policy as none of the houses built will be adjacent to the 
existing settlement.  The development will therefore not be a natural extension of the existing 
village, and will be a distinct separate development. The proposed development will only have point 
adjacency - at its north west corner to Rivermead - at its north east corner to Fromans House. It will 
therefore be an island development of mainly affordable homes close to two properties at the 
opposite end of the housing spectrum.  The supporting paragraph to Policy E5 states “Ensure that 
new development is sited close to other built-up landscape, so it is viewed as natural extension of 
the existing village, rather than as a distinct separate development. Reason: This will not stand out as 
new development but blend with existing buildings. This will look harmonious within the wider 
countryside.” As an island development, KS 3 cannot be viewed as a natural extension to the village 
and will be a distinct separate development.  It will not blend in with existing buildings because social 
housing could not be more different to the two houses closest to the proposed development (i.e. 
Rivermead and Old Fromans).

06

Developing KS 3 clearly breaches Policy E5.  What is the point of a policy that the plan itself 
breaches?

06

If KS 3 is developed, please insert a covenant into the NDP requiring the following driven by Policy E8    06

Tree  planting along the development’s southern and western edges to obscure the development. 06

Ploughing of the southern half of KS3 (flood zone 3), and planting with self sustaining meadow 
grasses and flowers. Do not allow it to become a playing field.

06

Clearing dead and dangerous trees from the northern bank of the winterbourne, making it an 
attractive view from Froghole Lane and the houses south of the winterbourne.

06

− KS 3 is scored green, but KS 1 and KS 2 are scored amber with precisely the same access. Was the KS 
3 score altered to support a predetermined decision that KS 3 should be developed?

06

− The Transport Advice Portal (joint venture involving the Department for Transport and the 
Chartered Institution of Highways and Transportation) sates a minimum 5.5m wide access road for 
housing developments. The Hampshire County Council “Companion Document for Manual for 
Streets” prescribes a minimum service margin of 0.5m, implying a total access road width of 6.0m. 
The gap between Little Fromans and Fromans House cob wall is <6.0m wide. So how will KS 3 be 
accessed within the guidelines?

06

KS3 - There are bats evident, which could be the protected Barbastelle species within the Mottisfont 
7Km zone. How will their presence and needs be studied and taken into account?

06

The NDP does not explicitly prioritise road safety, but does indicate a concern at this paragraph. 
When and how will the following be assessed and taken into account? …

06

− Safety of children on bicycles turning right down Cowdrove Hill in the face of Heavy Goods Vehicles 
at the limit of their braking capacity (affordable housing is likely to have a higher than average 
proportion of children)

06

− Safety of addi onal traffic turning right from Highfileds down Cowdrove Hill 06

− Safety of an increased volume of traffic turning from Cowdrove Hill into Romsey/Stockbridge Road, 
which is not well sighted particularly when turning right.

06
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Surprisingly, there is no policy covering road safety despite the increasingly busy A3057, which has 
several junctions or residential access points close to unsighted bends. There should be a policy 
statement prioritising road safety for any new developments.

06

There is no additional housing need in King’s Somborne. 06

 − Ques on 18 reveals that 91% of residents do not want to move, and is silent about whether the 9% 
who want to move need to stay in the village 

06

− Ques on 19 reveals that 75% of residents don’t see a need to move within the next 5 to 10 years, 
and is silent about whether the 25% who believe they will want to move need to remain in the village 

06

− Ques on 20 reveals that 23% of the 25% (i.e. 6%) that want to downsize in future want to stay in 
the village 

06

− Ques on 22 reveals that there are only 7% of homes with people who need there own 
accommodation in King’s Somborne 

06

− Ques on 26 reveals that less than 4% of King’s Somborne residents are on the Housing List. This 
level of housing requirement can surely be satisfied from the normal turnover of house sales in the 
village. 

06

Given the above, it is inaccurate to state that Many respondents wished to downsize. 06

The UK government Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government Neighbourhood Planning 
Guidance states at Paragraph: 040 Reference ID: 41-040- 20160211 … "Proportionate, robust 
evidence should support the choices made and the approach taken and These policies should take 
account of latest and up-to-date evidence of housing need." 

06

I contend that the evidence does not support the need for housing in King’s Somborne, and therefore 
that the NDP breaches the above guidance. 

06

2. I understand the apparent housing need in King’s Somborne is being driven by TVBC. There is no 
employment in King’s Somborne and the response to Question 7 in Appendix 2.7-HOUSING-NEEDS-
SURVEY concludes that almost all new residents will travel a minimum of 6 miles to work (and back). 

06

Public transport is poor from King’s Somborne. 45 households x 1 employee/household x 12 
miles/day x 230 working days/year = 124,000 car miles per year. At 35 mpg, that equates to a 
minimum 3,500 gallons of fuel, or 42 tonnes of CO2, that this NDP commits to the environment 
every year. It therefore makes sense to satisfy the county’s housing need only in and around centres 
of employment, where public transport can be developed in support.

06
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